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SpeedLoad Carts

SpeedLoad Carts are set-up wagons made of stainless steel especially for the transport of 
kolb Slide-in units in the production area. They offer three main benefits:

1. If the baskets of the loading units cannot be loaded in the immediate nearby the cleaning 
system, they ensure quick and easy transport.

2. The carts are each precisely adapted to the machine sizes so that the complete loading 
unit can be quickly and easily pushed into the cleaning chamber.

3. The carts are designed in such a way that when using two loading units (if two units are 
in use, one can already be loaded while a filled one is going through a cleaning cycle in the 
machine), the cleaned unit can first be pushed onto the wagon which then only has to be rota-
ted in order to push the unit with the contaminated goods into the system.

Set-up carts for easy transport and for the precise insertion of 
kolb Slide-in units into the chamber of the cleaning system.

Part numbers: 0905AQx-45RCA
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AQUBE® LH5
AQUBE® LH7
AQUBE® XH5
AQUBE® XH7
AQUBE® XH9
AQUBE® XV7
AQUBE® XV9
AQUBE® PH7
AQUBE® MH5
AQUBE® MH7
AQUBE® MH9
AQUBE® MV8 sTWIN
AQUBE® MV9 QUAD
PSE LH5
PSE LH7
PSE LX9
PSE MH5
PSE MH7
PSE MV8 TWIN
PSE 300 2HY
PSE 300 2VL
PSE 300 2HD
PSE 300 VL-RS
PSE 300 VS
PSE 300 HD
AF 20
AF30
AF75


